Habituation of horizontal nystagmus of the eyes in pigeons in conditions of alternating central and eccentric rotations.
Intact pigeons (n=19) were rotated in the dark in the horizontal plane in different orientations relative to the axis of rotation. In central (evoking habituation) rotations, the animal's head was located on the axis of rotation; in eccentric rotations, the animal's head was 0.6 m from the axis of rotation. Pigeons were subjected to series of alternating central and eccentric rotations; rotation directions were also alternated. Series consisted of 2-5 rotation using a trapezoidal program. Each stimulus evoking habituation was used no more than 14 times during the experiment. Eccentric rotations were found not to prevent the gradual decrease in the peak rates of the slow components of primary nystagmus occurring on the transition from one series of central rotations to another in 17 individuals (group 1); these were increased in two individuals (group 2). Group 1 showed direct relationships between changes in this measure of primary nystagmus, changes in the duration of nystagmus, and changes in the peak rates of secondary nystagmus. Modifications of nystagmus within series varied. When two identical stimuli did not follow immediately one after the other, the second stimulus induced the same changes in nystagmus as observed in the individual in the first and next series of central rotations. If two identical stimuli followed one immediately after the other, the second stimulus in the pair often induced increases in the peak rates of primary and secondary nystagmus, along with increases in the time taken to reach the peak rate of primary nystagmus. These changes were non-random at a probability of >95%.